Sterile neutrinos produced through oscillations are a well motivated dark matter candidate, but recent constraints from observations have ruled out most of the parameter space. We analyze the impact of new interactions on the evolution of keV sterile neutrino dark matter in the early Universe. Based on general considerations we find a mechanism which thermalizes the sterile neutrinos after an initial production by oscillations. The thermalization of sterile neutrinos is accompanied by dark entropy production which increases the yield of dark matter and leads to a lower characteristic momentum. This resolves the growing tensions with structure formation and X-ray observations and even revives simple non-resonant production as a viable way to produce sterile neutrino dark matter. We investigate the parameters required for the realization of the thermalization mechanism in a representative model and find that a simple estimate based on energy and entropy conservation describes the mechanism well.
Introduction
Sterile neutrinos (ν s ) are characterized by being Standard Model (SM) singlets, and in order to constitute a good dark matter candidate, they cannot be produced by a WIMP-like freeze-out mechanism. Instead, keV sterile neutrino dark matter can be produced non-thermally by oscillations of SM neutrinos [1] , the so-called DodelsonWidrow mechanism (DW), which can be resonantly enhanced in the presence of a substantial lepton asymmetry [2, 3] .
Despite its small interaction with the SM, sterile neutrino dark matter leads to intriguing observable effects. On the one hand, sterile neutrinos with masses in the keV range are warm dark matter candidates and leave an imprint on the large scale structure of the Universe which can be resolved by observations of the Lymanalpha forests [4, 5] or subhalo counts [6] . On the other hand, the tiny mixing with active SM neutrinos required by production through oscillations induces the decay of a sterile to an active neutrino in association with a photon. The rate and the photon energy of this process are in reach of current [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and future [13] X-ray telescopes. Recently, the analysis of data taken by X-ray satellites found an unassociated X-ray line at 3.5 keV with an intensity which fits the expectation for decaying sterile neutrinos [14, 15] . However, it seems that the entire parameter space preferred by production through oscillations is increasingly at odds with structure formation when combined with X-ray bounds [16] [17] [18] . This is, in particular, also true for the tentative 3.5 keV-line.
There are a number of alternative production mechanisms for sterile neutrinos [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , which open new windows for keV sterile neutrinos as dark matter. We will pursue an orthogonal approach and investigate whether a modified evolution of the sterile neutrinos after their initial production can resolve the mounting tensions between theoretical expectations and observations. We find that interactions among the sterile neutrinos themselves and with other particles in a dark sector can alter their cosmological history substantially through thermalization and associated dark entropy production which lead to a cooler and more abundant population of sterile neutrinos.
The structure of this Letter is as follows. First, we briefly sketch the general mechanism for thermalizing sterile neutrinos produced by oscillations and present a simple analytic estimate for the expected temperature and number density. Next, we introduce a simplified model which will allow a more quantitative discussion. After briefly reviewing the production of sterile neutrinos and the bounds on the model parameters that can be derived from it, we present a numerical calculation of the thermalization process. Finally, we discuss the impact on the allowed parameter space for keV sterile neutrinos as dark matter and present our conclusions.
General mechanism Consider a sterile neutrino which interacts with a new boson X with a mass that fulfills m νs ≪ m X ≪ T νs,production and assume that X has additional couplings which enable number changing processes. With these ingredients the mechanism for producing and thermalizing sterile neutrinos proceeds as follows:
I T ∼ 100MeV: ν s andν s are produced out-ofchemical equilibrium via oscillations.
II T ∼ 100 − 10MeV: ν s andν s interact and produce X. The X reaches chemical equilibrium via a rapid number changing processes.
III T ∼ 10 − 1MeV: Once a sufficient abundance of X has been built up, the production of ν s andν s from X becomes efficient and ν s andν s are also driven towards chemical equilibrium.
IV T ∼ 1MeV: The X particles becomes nonrelativistic and annihilate or decay to ν sνs .
The thermalization in stage III is accompanied by entropy production in the dark sector. In contrast to entropy production for SM particles [20] , which dilutes the sterile neutrinos, this dark entropy production enhances the number density of ν s and cools the distribution.
Simple estimate
The energy density of a relativistic species scales as ρ ∝ a −4 , where a is the scale factor. Therefore, energy conservation in the dark sector implies that the energy density after the sterile neutrinos have reached equilibrium but before X annihilates, ρ s,eq , has to fulfill the equality ρ νs,initial (a i )a X , where a i is taken before equilibration and a X after.
In the simplest scenario, the distribution function of sterile neutrinos produced by the DW mechanism can be approximated as f νs ≃ 1 Λ f νa [1] , where Λ ≫ 1 is a suppression factor parametrizing the underabundance of ν s and f νa is a Fermi-Dirac distribution function describing a thermalized species with the temperature of the SM bath. Combing this estimate with energy conservation, we find
where g X denotes the number of degrees of freedom in X and we have used that T γ ∝ a −1 . Afterwards, X becomes non-relativistic and number changing self-annihilations combined with decays transfer its entropy to the sterile neutrinos:
f , where a f is taken after annihilation. This heats the ν s and we find the final temperature
The comoving number density after X annihilation and decay in terms of the initial number density is n s,f /s SM = (1+
A sterile neutrino with a thermal spectrum is therefore more abundant than in the standard DW case and, in addition, it is colder for reasonable values of Λ and g X .
Realistic initial distribution functions for sterile neutrinos are not quite as simple as 1 Λ f νa , and the proper initial energy density of the system should be used instead. In addition, the entropy conservation argument needs to take into account that sterile neutrinos from resonant production possess an asymmetry. However, for all realistic asymmetries the effect of this on the final yield and temperature is smaller than 2% and can safely be neglected.
Toy Model
In order to assess the impact of new interactions in a dark sector more quantitatively, we introduce a toy model with a new scalar boson ϕ interacting with sterile neutrinos ν s . We consider a generic Lagrangian for ϕ, which is given by
and contains a self-interaction with strength λ. In addition we introduce an interaction between ϕ and the sterile neutrino which is described by
where y denotes a Yukawa coupling. We assume that ϕ has no interactions with SM particles but in principle a Higgs portal interaction with the new scalar ϕ is also possible. Such an interaction could provide an alternative connection between the SM bath and the sterile sector, see [25] for a related discussion. Together these interactions allow two processes which modify the evolution of sterile neutrinos in the early Universe: a) the decay/inverse decay ϕ ↔ ν sνs with a width given by
and b) number changing processes such as 2ϕ ↔ 4ϕ. In the non-relativistic limit, i.e. in the situation when the rate is lowest, the thermally averaged cross section can be inferred from the inverse process [26] and reads
This model is chosen for illustration only and any model which allows efficient number changing processes will lead to similar results.
Production of sterile neutrinos
We assume that oscillations between one active neutrino ν a (we consider a = µ without loss of generality) and the sterile neutrino are relevant for the production of ν s . The mixing angle between ν s and ν a is θ, and the mass squared difference is approximately given by the sterile mass squared: ∆m 2 ≈ m 2 s . The production of sterile neutrinos can to good approximation be described by the Boltzmann equation [27, 28] 
Here f νs (p, t) and f νa (p, t) are the distributions of sterile and active neutrinos as a function of momentum p and time t. H is the Hubble constant, and ∆(p) = ∆m 2 /2p. At temperatures T 100MeV, the collision rates are approximately
where G F is the Fermi constant. The damping term is D(p) = Γ a (p)/2. The potentials are approximately given by
where n k and ρ k are number-and energy densities for the particle k (k = a, charged lepton; k = n, neutron), while ∆n k = n k − nk. For DW production the asymmetries are assumed to be negligible, but in the resonant case, a large lepton asymmetry L a = (n νa − nν a )/s is present. We use the public code 'sterile-dm' [29] to solve the Boltzmann equation. It includes additional corrections in the treatment of the collision rates, the potential and the lepton asymmetry.
The introduction of an interaction between ν s and ϕ could change the oscillational production of ν s in two important ways. First, a new potential is introduced if an asymmetry is present in sterile neutrinos [30] 
Second, the momentum-integrated collision rate is modified due to inverse decays. After equilibration, the rate reads
where K 1 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, and Boltzmann statistics are assumed. We assume in our calculations that the production of sterile neutrinos through oscillations is not affected by ϕ, and that the presence of ϕ only affects ν s through the thermalization mechanism. This assumption puts some bounds on the coupling constants that can be allowed.
If ν s is produced resonantly, we require that V L > 10 V s, asym resulting in the bound
The asymmetries L and ∆n νs are non-trivial functions of temperature, but the strongest constraint arises when both have reached their final values. Using a grid in m νs and L, we find that the strongest limits at m νs = 3, 7, and 50 keV and m ϕ = 0.1, 0.1, and 0.3 MeV are y < 2 × 10 −8 , y < 1 × 10 −7 , and y < 2 × 10 −6 .
The bound is strongest when L is reduced significantly due to ν s production and becomes weaker for high values of L. For low values of L it becomes insignificant as DW production takes over.
At temperatures T ∼ m ϕ , the inverse decay rate becomes maximal, and can potentially lead to additional production of ν s through oscillations at a rate Γ ϕ,ID = 1 4 sin 2 2θΓ νs . The additional production must be compared to the production rate at high temperature due to the DW mechanism, Γ DW . The condition Γ DW (T γ,DW )/H(T γ,DW ) > 10 Γ ϕ,ID (T ϕ,ID )/H(T γ,ID ) results in the limit y < 1.6 × 10
where T γ/ϕ,ID/DW refers to the photon-/ϕ-temperature of maximal production from Γ ϕ,ID /Γ DW . For the masses m νs = 3, 7, and 50 keV, the limits are y < 3 × 10 −8 , y < 7 × 10 −8 , and y < 6 × 10 −7 , when m ϕ = 0.1, 0.1 and 0.3 MeV and Λ is determined such that the thermalized sterile neutrinos give the correct dark matter abundance. The bound weakens when resonant production dominates over non-resonant production since Γ ϕ,ID decreases with sin 2 2θ while the resonance keeps the production at higher temperature efficient.
Numerical calculation of thermalization
The cosmological evolution of the different species in the dark sector can be described by a system of coupled Boltzmann equations, which track the distributions of ν s ,ν s and ϕ. We reduce the complexity of this problem by using the following simplifying assumptions. Quantum statistic factors are neglected and we use Boltzmann statistics for all involved particle species. All particles are taken to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. we describe their distribution functions by temperatures T i and chemical potentials µ i . The sterile neutrinos are lighter than ϕ and can be treated as massless, whereas the m ϕ -dependence is taken into account. Finally, we assume that the number changing processes of the ϕs are rapid, i.e µ ϕ = 0 . Now three energy densities (ρ ϕ , ρ νs , and ρν s ) and two number densities (n νs and nν s ) characterize the system. The evolution of the densities is given by the integrated . The epochs, I-IV, correspond to the stages of the general mechanism. We use the code 'sterile-dm' at temperature to the left of the gray line. For temperatures to the right of the line, the local thermal equilibrium description in Eq. (15) is used.
Boltzmann equationṡ
where C = 1 2π 2 ρϕ dp(p 4 E −1 + 3p 2 E)f ϕ (p, t) accounts for the transition of ϕ from the relativistic to the nonrelativistic regime. In the high energy limit the interaction rates for ϕ decay are given by
while the inverse decay rates of ν s read
The rates forν s are analogous to those for ν s and can be obtained by exchanging the temperatures and the chemical potentials appropriately. The rates with the full m ϕ -dependence are lengthy and we do not report them here, but they are implemented in our numerical calculations. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the production proceeds in the four stages we described for the general mechanism. First, an initial abundance of ν s is built up by DW or resonant production (I). Then the inverse decay ν sνs → ϕ produces a bath of ϕ particles (II). After thermalizing with themselves, the decay rate of ϕ starts to have an impact on theν s abundance leading to an increase of its number density and a drop in temperature (III). This drives up the inverse decay rate of ν s and efficient thermal contact between ν s ,ν s , and ϕ is established. Finally, ϕ becomes non-relativistic, and number changing 4 → 2 annihilations heat the system thus transferring the entropy in ϕ to the ν s -bath (IV).
Taking again the masses m νs = 3, 7, and 50 keV, and m ϕ = 0.1, 0.1, and 0.3 MeV as representative values, we find that y > 6 × 10 −9 , y > 6 × 10 −9 , and y > 3 × 10
allow a successful thermalization before T γ = 1 MeV with only a marginal dependence on the asymmetry. The final number densities and temperatures agree excellently with the estimate presented previously provided the use of Boltzmann statistics is accounted for. The value of λ which controls the strength of the number changing process 2ϕ ↔ 4ϕ should also be considered. In order to avoid a population of hot ν s from the decay of frozen-out ϕs, which might spoil the warm dark matter bound, we require that 2ϕ ↔ 4ϕ remains faster than the Hubble rate until n ϕ < 10 −3 n νs . Taking the analytical estimate for the thermally averaged cross section in Eq. (6), this leads to λ = O(0.1).
For strongly asymmetric initial conditions, nν s /n νs < 10 −4 for m s > 7 keV (corresponding to L ∼ 10 −3 -10 −4 ), we have not been able to solve the system of equations in Eq. (15) numerically. The computation breaks down due to the very sudden thermalization. Before equilibrium between ν s and ϕ is reached, T ϕ overshoots T νs , and this overshoot becomes stronger as the asymmetry becomes larger leading to a numerical instability. At the same time the value of λ required to ensure efficient number changing processes throughout the evolution of the system grows and it approaches λ ∼ 1 when our numerical solution fails. Therefore, the simplifying assumption that µ ϕ = 0 is harder to satisfy for large asymmetries. Although the momentum averaged description becomes questionable in this regime, there is no reason to expect that the thermalization mechanism does not work. However, a full momentum dependent description is needed in this limit.
Results and conclusions
The thermalization process increases the number density of sterile neutrinos through dark entropy production. Therefore, the initial abundance produced by oscillations of SM neutrinos is lower than in the standard case. A lower initial yield points towards smaller values of the mixing parameter sin 2 2θ. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , thermalization shifts the expected parameter space down by about one order of magnitude and reduces the tensions with X-ray observations substantially. In particular the DW production mechanism, which is already excluded by X-ray observations for non-interacting sterile neutrinos,
FIG. 2:
Allowed regions in mixing parameters. The solid (dashed) thick black and thinner green lines give the correct dark matter abundance for a thermalized (not thermalized) νs in the DW case and the limit from big bang nucleosynthesis. The red shaded area (dot-dashed red line) gives the limit from the Lyman-α forest for a thermal [4] (nonthermal [17] ) νs. The upper gray region is excluded by X-ray observations from Chandra [8] (dotted blue line), Suzaku [9] (dot-dashed cyan line), NuStar [11] (yellow line), and Integral [12] (dashed magenta line).
remains viable in the vicinity of m νs = 4 keV. It should be kept in mind that uncertainties in the predictions from DW production and the X-ray limits could modify this conclusion. Since DW production happens during the QCD phase transition, the equation of state and hadronic scattering rates are hard to determine and the sterile neutrino yield could be enhanced or suppressed by a factor of 2 [21] . In addition, X-ray bounds are subject to astrophysical uncertainties. For instance, the mass determination of the dwarf galaxy Ursa Minor, i.e. the target of [9] , is known to be affected by systematic uncertainties. As a result, the dark matter mass and consequently the Xray flux could be a factor of 2 higher or lower [31] . The effect of similar uncertainties on other limits is harder to estimate since the structure of these objects is more complicated. When the uncertainties in the production and the dwarf limits are taken into account, DW remains viable for m s < 5 keV. If the uncertainty of other X-ray searches should be similar, the viable mass range reaches up to 6 keV.
In addition, thermalization decreases the average momentum p of ν s , i.e. cools the sterile neutrinos. Since the final population of ν s is in equilibrium, the momentum distribution is thermal and astrophysical bounds on thermal warm dark matter apply directly. This is an important difference compared with sterile neutrinos produced by the DW mechanism or resonant production. The limit on warm dark matter from the Lyman-alpha forest requires m νs ≥ 3.3 keV [4] . For comparison we also show the limits on sterile neutrinos with a momentum distribution expected from production purely through oscillations from [17] . As can be seen, these limits are much more stringent and exclude m νs 16 keV for the DW mechanism. Bounds from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis put an upper limit on L [32] , which translates into a lower limit on sin 2 2θ, and this limit is also relaxed by the thermalization mechanism. The combined effect on the momentum distribution and the number density relaxes the constraints substantially, and we find a sizable region of parameter space where thermalized sterile neutrinos can account for the dark matter abundance in the Universe.
The simple mechanism discussed here does not predict new signatures for sterile neutrino dark matter. However, the relation between the impact on structure formation and the decay rates into X-ray lines is modified compared to the prediction from production by oscillation. Therefore, a detection in both channels could provide evidence for thermalized sterile neutrinos.
Finally, we would like to stress that new interactions of sterile neutrinos could have consequences which go beyond mere thermalization. If the interactions are strong enough they could have a direct impact on the production of sterile neutrinos through oscillations by enhancing the interaction rates and by modifying the dispersion relations. In such a scenario a further boost of the sterile neutrinos abundance can be expected, and there is a potential that new regions of parameter space open up.
